
November 25

Running on Metasequoia Road will not only be the runners in the two

promos, but also you.

Autumn and winter festival Longqi Mountain, the beautiful metasequoia Avenue △



The dragon inhabits here

The fragrance of bamboo paper

Everything is growing

Ancient bamboo paper workshop
Traditional hand workshops are less well known

They are waiting for your arrival



The origin of Xishan Paper used in the certificate of completion △

▽ Paper version finish certificate



In the leaves of the butterfly valley
Delicate and beautiful caterpillar

It requires you to stop and watch the ingenuity of nature.



Wonders of the sea of clouds
Waiting for you to explore

《龙山神岫》Hongjian Deng △

▽《深呼吸》Hongjian Deng



Quiet village after setting aside the clouds

01 Summary of the match

Longqi Mountain, which is a branch of the Wuyi Mountain Range in the 
southeast, is named after the ancient legend that there is a dragon lurking here.

The main peak of Longqi Mountain is 1,624 meters, which is the highest peak in
the county. There are 5 side peaks and the altitude is above 1500 meters. The
total area of the reserve is 15,693 hectares, and the geographical coordinates
are 117°13′～117°21′ east longitude and 26°28′～26°37′ north latitude.



《龙栖山远眺》Youhui Cheng △

                                              

Host
People's Government of Jiangle County, Fujian Province

Organizer
Fujian Province, Lele County Cultural and Sports Publishing House

Shenzhen Deep Experience Sports Development Co., Ltd.
French Maxi-Race Organizing Committee

Co-organizer
Lejian Running Sports Association

Director
China Athletics Institute

▽

Registration time

From now until October 31, 2018

(or the deadline is full)

Date of the match

November 25, 2018



Match setting

High School Group · 57km (300 people)

Junior high school group · 23km (200 people)

02 Official information release channel

Please scan the QR code and pay attention to the WeChat public

account “ 深 度 体 验 户 外 运 动 ” . This public number is the official

information release channel.



03 ITRA Points

The 57km group finisher will receive 3 ITRA points.
The 23km group finisher will receive 1 ITRA points.
Points are being applied for, and the official release is subject to change.

04 Off-road line

"57km·high school group"





The starting point and the ending point of the 57-kilometer group

are set in Bailian School in Bailian Town, Jiangle County. The whole

journey takes about 57 kilometers and the line climbs about 2940

meters.

There are 5 supply stations and check-in points along the track.

“23km·Junior high school group”



The starting point and the ending point of the  23-kilometer group

are set in Bailian School in Bailian Town, Jiangle County. The whole



journey takes about  23 kilometers and the line climbs about  1560

meters.

There are 2 supply stations and check-in points along the track.

Note:  According  to  the  objective  factors  such  as  weather  and  landform,  the  organizing

committee reserves the right to fine-tune the route before the competition. The actual route is

subject to the pre-match release.

05 Registration fee

* Once the registration fee is paid, it will not be refunded.
* 57 km group players need to pay a GPS location equipment deposit on site.

Description of the fee:
1. The registration fee includes: pre-match shuttle bus, entry package 

(including bib, timing equipment, T-shirts, etc.), starting and exiting shuttle 
bus, overall organization and security, track supply, personal accident 
insurance, finishing Medals, finish towels, finish packs, post-match dinners, 
etc.

2. The registration fee does not include: round-trip transportation fee, 
accommodation during the competition, catering, etc.

3. Places of transfer
(1) If the quota is required for special reasons after the registration is successful, 
please follow the rules below:



* Applicants must apply to the Organizing Committee by mail (subject to the date 
of receipt of the mail by the Organizing Committee). After receiving the approval 
letter from the Organizing Committee, the applicant can transfer the quota to the 
transferee that meets all the conditions for entry. The transferee must fulfill all 
registration procedures and pay a fee of 100 yuan (RMB). The organizing 
committee will accept the application within seven working days.
(2) After the registration is successful, those who need to change the competition 
for special reasons shall be dealt with according to the following regulations:
* Applicants must apply to the Organizing Committee by e-mail. After receiving 
the e-mail from the Organizing Committee, they will pay a fee of RMB 50 (RMB). 
The Organizing Committee will accept the application within seven working days.
(3) After October 31, 2018, the Organizing Committee will no longer accept 
transfer quotas and change items for any reason.
* Organizing Committee Email: DeepExperience@163.com

06 Reward

1, bonus
The competition  rewards  15  men and women from each  group,  and
awards prizes and prizes.



2, medals

All players who complete the competition within the specified time will

receive a medal. Players who fail to complete the closing time will not

be awarded the medal.

3, finish commemorative package

All players who complete the competition within the specified time will

be  awarded  a  finish  commemorative  package.  Players  who  fail  to

complete the closing time will not be awarded the package.

4, certificate

All  players who complete the competition within the specified time

can  download  the  e-Cert.  The  date  and  operation  method  of  the



download  certificate  will  be  released  through  the  WeChat  public

account.

07 Schedule

08 Forced equipment

1.  When  the  player  enters  the  game,  he  must  pass  the  compulsory
equipment inspection. If the player lacks the mandatory equipment, the
organizing committee will force the player to terminate the competition.
The player's number will be marked as a retreat and the timing chip will
be recovered.
2. During the competition,  the contestants must carry the mandatory
equipment required by the organizing committee. The staff will conduct
random inspections. If the player is found to lack mandatory equipment,
the  organizing  committee  will  force  the  players  to  terminate  the
competition. , retract the timing chip.

【Forced equipment list】



A Organizing Committee provides:

1, number cloth and timing equipment

2. GPS tracking equipment (57km group)

B players prepare themselves:

3, kettle / water bag

(The capacity is more than 1L, and it is forbidden to use disposable 

water bottles)

4, headlights and backup battery

5, insulation reflective blanket

6, lifeguard whistle

7, down jacket

8, Jackets

09 Entry rules
(1) Eligibility
57 km group player :
Players  are  required  to  submit  a  certificate  of  achievement  for  any  of  the
following:
a. The completion certificate of the official off-road competition for the project
of 21 km or more in the last two years;
b. The  completion  certificate  of  the  full  marathon  (42.195  km)  or  longer
distance race in the last two years.
23 km group player :
No registration threshold.

(2) Punishment



Any violation of any of the rules of the game may be subject to timed 

penalty or disqualification, and any penalty or disqualification shall be 

finalized by the organizing committee. Here are some violation 

categories:

1. Ride or use motorized or wheeled vehicles

2, bring disposable appliances into the track

3. The contestant did not follow the route specified by the organizing 

committee.

4. The checkpoint will continue after the game is closed.

5, number cloth, event bracelet lost any item

6, did not carry any of the mandatory equipment

7, littering on the track

8. Destroy or harass any plant or animal

9. For the running behavior, give the number cloth to others or use the 

number of others.

(3) General rules
1. The age of the contestants must be 18 years of age or older (born before
November 25, 2000).
2,  good health,  no  history  of  high blood pressure,  heart  disease  and other
diseases that interfere with strenuous exercise.
3. Players must run independently or go completely. No motorized or wheeled
vehicles should be used. Violators will be disqualified.
4. The number cloth must be placed in front of the player's sportswear and
clearly visible at any time. At the same time, the player's identity is confirmed by
the bib and the event chip bracelet, and any loss will be disqualified.
5. Players must conduct the game along the marked road line and punch in at
each checkpoint. The organizing committee recommends that the player use



the GPS watch with navigation function to download the route on the official
website before the game. If the road sign is unclear during the game, you can
use the navigation to confirm the track. If the player runs the wrong way and
misses the checkpoint on the track, the result will be penalized.
*  Penalty  rule:  The  player  misses  the  slowest  effective  score  of  the  match
between  the  two checkpoints  before  and  after  the  checkpoint  (the  slowest
score of all the finishers), multiplied by 1.1, added to the player's In the final
finish time. If the total time after the additional penalty time exceeds the closing
time of the item, the player will be defined as not completing the game within
the specified time.
6.  Players  can  rest,  eat  or  replenish  drinking water  and food at  the  supply
station, but they can not take away plastic bottles, disposable cups, disposable
tableware, etc. for drinking water and beverages in the supply station. Please
bring your own water.
7. The match will be set at each supply station. The players who arrive after the
closing time of each station must stop the game immediately, and then return
to the destination by the organizing committee's storage vehicle. If you insist
on not stopping the game, the refusal of the recipient will be disqualified by the
referee committee and will be included in the banned list of this competition.
8. Players who quit the competition on their own must report to the staff at the
nearest supply station to retired, or call the organizing committee on the back
of the number to inform the staff of the event command center; the players on
the track assisted by the emergency personnel Will be retired by the staff.
9. This competition sets a strict environmental inspection. Participants are not
allowed to bring any disposable water appliances, disposable tableware, plastic
bags containing drinking water and beverages, plastic bottles or cans into the
track. It is forbidden to bring matches, lighters and other firearms, and strictly
abide by the Forest Fire Prevention Regulations and Provisions of relevant laws
and  regulations  such  as  the  Nature  Reserve  Regulations.  Players  must
cooperate  with  the  organizing  committee  to  conduct  environmental
inspections. If they carry the above items, the players must leave them in the
supply station and ensure that the mandatory equipment is complete before
they can enter the track to continue the competition. Otherwise, the organizing
committee will force the termination of the player's game, mark the retreat on
the player's number cloth, and recycle the timing chip.
10. Players are not allowed to discard the garbage on the track. The garbage
generated during the competition must be taken to the next supply station for
disposal. Otherwise, the organizing committee will force the player to terminate
the game, and the player number will be marked on the cloth to reclaim the
timing  chip.  Please  supervise  and  kindly  remind  each  other  during  the
competition.
11. Due to the sudden arrival of bad weather or other force majeure factors, the
competition cannot be carried out according to the original plan. For the safety
consideration of all personnel, the organizer has the right to temporarily change



the course of the game, postpone the game time, terminate the game early or
even cancel the game. . Regardless of the decision taken, the registration fee
will not be refunded, so please let all players know and understand.
12. It is strictly forbidden to transfer the qualifications in private. If there are
problems such as medical rescue and insurance claims caused by the transfer of
qualifications, the parties responsible for the transfer of the qualifications shall
bear  the  corresponding  legal  responsibilities.  After  the  verification  of  the
running behavior, both parties will be disqualified by the organizing committee,
included in the banned list  of  in-depth  experience events,  and submitted a
report  to  the  international  trail  running  points  organization  to  explain  the
situation.
13. Participants must collect the original items with the valid identity certificate.
The  number  cloth,  timing  chip  and  event  bracelet  are  only  available  for
collection. If the contestant is unable to enter the competition, in addition to
the number cloth, the timing chip and the event bracelet, other items can be
applied  to  the  mailing  service  of  the  competition  materials  other  than  the
number cloth, chip and event bracelet after the game. The cost is borne by the
players themselves. For specific application methods, please pay attention to
the official micro-signal announcement after the game.

(4) Deposit service
1. The organizing committee will provide the equipment storage service for the 
contestants. The players who need this need to paste the small number sticker in 
the designated position of the storage bag for identification, and hand the 
storage bag to the staff in the storage area at the beginning of the competition 
before the start of the competition. .
2. The valuables and cash of mobile phones, documents, etc. shall not be stored in
the storage bag, and the organizing committee shall not be liable for 
compensation for its loss.
3. All players can retrieve their own clothes bag with the number cloth after the 
game is over.
4. The service for collecting the package will end at 20:00 on November 25th. 
Players who have not received before this time can contact the organizing 
committee within one week after the game (postage is borne by the player).

(5) Insurance services
The  Organizing  Committee  will  purchase  basic  accident  insurance  for  each
contestant and staff member.

10 The location of the bag & Shuttle bus



The location of the bag & Shuttle bus
Jiangle Tianyuan International Hotel, Jiangle County, Sanming City, Fujian 
Province

The starting point of the shuttle bus before the race
Tianyuan International Hotel - Bailian Town Bailian School
About 40 minutes by car

For specific time and other details, please pay attention to the follow-up release
of "深度体验户外运动".

Officially designated water

Officially designated image




